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ABSTRACT
While much work has focused on the creation of norm aware agents, much less has been concerned with aiding a system designer in understanding the effects of norms on a system. However, since norms are generally pre-determined by designers, providing such support can be critical in enabling norm refinement for more effective or efficient system regulation. In this paper, we address just this problem by providing explanations as to why some norm is applicable, violated, or in some other state. We make use of conceptual graph based semantics to provide an easily interpretable graphical representation of the norms within a system. Such a representation allows for visual explanation of the state of norms, showing for example why they may have been activated or violated. Such an explanation enables easy understanding of the system operation without needing to follow the system’s underlying logic.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Norm aware agents make use of concepts such as obligations, permissions, and prohibitions, to represent and reason about socially imposed goals and capabilities. Such agents are able to decide whether to act in a manner consistent with norms, or whether to ignore them. Norms typically increase the overall utility of a system at the cost of individual utility [4].

While a norm aware agent is able to reason about what norms are applicable to it, or some other agent in the system given some situation, the problem of explaining why a norm is applicable, or violated, or in some other similar state, has not been investigated in depth. The ability to provide such an explanation has multiple benefits. For example, a designer would be better able to understand the interactions between different norms, allowing them to avoid creating redundant norms, and specify their norms more precisely. A user would be able to get a more intuitive understanding of the system by understanding the reason why certain norms were assigned a certain status in response to system events.

Our goal in this paper is to provide a graphical explanation of norms, based on conceptual graphs[1]. A graphical representation is more easily understandable to a non-expert, and the conceptual graph based approach allows us to assign a logical semantics to our representation. This allows us to reason over the graph structure, and operations over norms can be performed over the graphs.

2. NORM REPRESENTATION
Norms are typically specified within some knowledge based system using a logic which, for non-technical users, is often difficult to understand. For example, the CONTRACT project represented a norm using a 5-tuple of the form

$$(\text{NormType, NormActivation, NormCondition, NormExpiration, NormTarget})$$

where \text{NormType} states whether the norm is an obligation or permission, and the remaining parameters are logical formulae identifying when a norm comes into force (\text{NormActivation}), whether it is violated or not once it is in force (\text{NormCondition}), when it ceases to be in force (\text{NormExpiration}), and which agents are affected by the norm (\text{NormTarget}). A norm which is not in force is referred to as abstract, and has ungrounded variables in its \text{NormActivation} parameter, while an instantiated norm has a ground activation condition, and may be complied with or violated. The process of instantiating a norm generates an instantiated norm from an abstract norm, and binds its variables to specific constant values. Thus, for example, the following abstract norm represents the idea that a repair shop must repair a car within seven days of its arrival at the shop:

$$(\text{obligation,}} \text{arrivesAtRepairShop}(X, \text{Car}, T_1), \text{repaired}(\text{Car}) \lor (\text{currentTime}(\text{CurrentTime}) \land \text{before}(\text{currentTime}, T_1 + 7\text{days})), \text{repaired}(\text{Car}), \text{repairShop}(X))$$

An instantiated version of this norm would have constants substituted for $X, \text{Car}$ and $T_1$.

3. A CONCEPTUAL GRAPH BASED REPRESENTATION
A basic graph (BG) is a bipartite graph: one class of nodes, called the concept nodes, represent entities and the other, called the relation nodes, represent relationships between these entities or their properties. The nodes and the relations are organised in the vocabulary. The vocabulary is thus composed of two partially ordered sets: a set of concepts and a set of relations of any arity (the arity is the number of arguments of the relation). The partial order represents the specialisation relation. These graphical objects are provided with semantics in first order logic, defined by a mapping classically denoted by $\Phi$ in the conceptual graphs literature [5]. The fundamental theorem states that given two BGs $G$ and $H$, there is a homomorphism from $G$ to $H$ if and only if $\Phi(G)$ is a semantic consequence of $\Phi(H)$ and the logical translation of the vocabulary, i.e. $\Phi(V), \Phi(H) \models \Phi(G)$.

We represent norms using conceptual graphs by the means of a tree where the root represents the entire norm, the nodes in the second level of the norm tree are associated with the activation condition, the nodes in the third level are associated with the normative condition, and in the forth level with the expiration condition. Figure 1 depicts a norm tree. Each of the nodes in the norm tree has associated a Conceptual Graph representation of their content.

![Figure 1: A norm tree whose nodes are evaluated according to the knowledge base shown on the right.](image)

In order to map a norm into a norm tree, represent the norm using the disjunctive normal form of its elements, i.e. a norm $n_i$ can be written as

$$\langle Type, \bigvee_{i=1}^{n} AC_i, \bigvee_{j=1}^{c} NC_j, \bigvee_{k=1}^{a} EC_k, NT \rangle$$

Where $Type$, $AC_i$, $NC_j$, $EC_k$, and $NT$ are all conjunctive positive existential first order logic formulae. It should be noted that by making use of negation as failure, we may remove the positivity requirement from this definition.

4. DISCUSSION

Much of the existing work on norms and normative reasoning originated from the philosophical domain. Norms in this domain were comparatively simple entities, typically having an antecedent and consequent, and were thus (relatively) easy to understand. Work on such norm emphasised problems such as identifying what state of affairs should hold, or how to resolve normative conflict. However, norms in the real world may have a complex internal structure (as seen by the model proposed above), some technique for explaining why a norm is in a certain state, such as violated or complied with, is required, and we proposed a visual model for explaining the status of a norm. We can envisage applications of our model not only in reasoning about norms, but also in monitoring norms. The latter strand of work is particularly applicable in the domain of automated contracting [2].

The ability to provide explanations for a norm’s status in such domains is of particular use. For example, a complex contract dispute may require that some rewards or penalties be assigned by a human mediator. In order to understand what rewards or penalties should be assigned, the mediator must first understand which norms were violated, and which were obeyed.

Norm explanation is also important at the system design stage. A designer may model the system, and must then understand what norms could be violated at different points in time. Very little work appears to deal with the explanation of norms, instead assuming that the system will be fully automated (thus requiring no explanation), or that the user is able to understand the norm’s representation. Even in the latter case, a more intuitive, graphical explanation may be advantageous when trying to reason about complex interactions between large groups of norms.

Work such as [3] attempted to explain the causes of a norm violation by making use of a causal graph. This explanation was then fed into a policy engine which attempted to determine whether some sort of mitigating circumstances for the violated existed. If such circumstances were present, enforcement of penalties against the violator could be ignored, or reduced.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we described how a rich model for tracking and determining the status norms may be represented graphically. As a norm’s status changes, so does its graphical representation. This allows the normative system to be understood visually.

The use of conceptual graphs to provide the formal underpinnings of our representation will allow us to extend this work in a number of interesting directions.

While other studies have shown that graphical representations are more easily understood by non-experts than logic based ones [1], we have not yet evaluated our model in this way, and intend to do so in the short term. We also intend to leverage the formal power of our model, by investigating the use of graph theoretical operations to identify redundant norms, and identify and resolve normative conflict.
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